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1 Introduction 

Among various extentions of the Standard Model (SM), known to be theoret
ically incomplete, there is, so called, 331 model, based on SU(3)C®SU(3)L® 

U(1)N gauge symmetry. This model was introduced by Pisano and Pleitez 
in [1] and by Frampton in [2] and further developed in [3]. The former au
thors argue that introduction of SU(3)L ® U(1)N symmetry is possibly the 
simplest way to enlarge the gauge group SU(2)L ® U(1)N without losing the 
natural features of the SM. This model is particulary attractive since it ex
plains some fundamental features that are accomodated in the SM but not 
explained by it: 
(i) the model predicts that the number of generations must be three which 
provides the cancellation of triangle anomalies, together with asymptotic 
freedom in QCD. 
(ii) the model predicts (g'/g)2 = SUI20VK/(1 — 4SUI20VK) [1], thus there is a 
Landau pole at the energy scale /J, at which sin2 6w{/J>) = 1/4- According to 
recent calculations /J, ~ 4 TeV [4, 5]. 

Besides the attractive theoretical features the 331 model, it has very 
distinguishable features leading to the striking phenomenology: 
(a) the model contains exotic quarks, J with eletric charge 5/3 and ji, 22 
with - 4 / 3 . 
(b) model includes bileptons of both types: scalar and vectors ones. In 
fact, although there are several models which include doubly charged scalar 
fields, not many of them incorporate doubly charged vector bosons: this is a 
particularity of the 331 model of Ref. [1]. 
(c) the model has also the extra neutral vector boson Z' conserves flavor in 
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the leptonic but not in the quark sector. The couplings to the leptons are 
leptophobic because of the suppression factor (1—4 sin2 Ow)1^2 but with some 
quarks there are enhancements because of the factor (1 — 4 sin2 9w)~^2 [6]. 

There are good reviews on phenomenology of the bileptons [7] and Z' 
[8] where authors put the emphasis on search for the new gauge bosons at 
leptons and pp colliders. 

While the parts of the new quarks of this model haven't received the same 
attention, the article [9] deal with quarks beyond the third genaration, but 
they considered only the usual quarks, although their framework is sufficient 
general to accomodate analyses on this news quarks. 

Recently appear one work [10] where theu study pp —>• J J via exchange 
of Z' and they assumed Mj < My for its decay. They used results from D 0 
and CDF they get a lower bound of 250GeY/c* on the mass of exotic quarks. 

The purpose of this work is study the potential of Tevatron and LHC 
in searching of signatures from heavy quarks J, ji, 22 and C/++, produced 
together in gq colisions. 

Here we are going to study one process coming from the 331 models that 
produce three leptons states comimng from pp collision. This studies extends 
the previous limits on the heavy quarks masses and in addition put the limit 
on [/++. 

In this paper we use the CompHEP software package [11], which was 
created in the Institute of Nuclear Physics of Moscow State University to 
compute all the contributions shown in this work. 

2 The 331 Model. 

In the usual 331 model [1] the gauge bosons are defined as 

W± = -^{Wl^iWH V± = --j=(W£±iW*), E ^ = - - ^ ( W j ± t W j ) , 

7° = 
" VTTW 

2 

y/1 + 3t2W3 + W8 * W, (1) 
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where 
q' 

í = t a n 0 = - . (2) 

and g' and g are the gauge constant from C/(l) and 577(3), respectively. 

In the model we have the following scalars r\ = (rj0, r/f, rj^j ~ (1,3,0), 
the entries (n, n3, n) represent the representation under SU(3)c, SU(3)L and 
[/(l)iv respectively, and p = (p+, p°, p++) ~ (1,3,1) that given mass to the 
quarks and the anti-sextet S ~ (1,6*,0) is introduced only to give mass 
to the leptons. The third triplet x = {x~iX >X°) ~ (1?3, —1) break 
SU(3)L ® C/(1)JV to 5t/(2)L ® t/(l)y. 

In this model we have the following lepton triplets 

vi 
U = | M ~ (1,3,0), Z = e,/*,r. (3) 

In the quark sector, one quark family is also put in the triplet representation 

(4) 
L 

and the respective singlets are given by 

u i * ~ ( 3 , l , ^ ) , d i * ~ ( 3 , l , ~ ) , J J I ~ ( 3 , 1 , | ) . (5) 

The others two quark generations we put in the antitriplet representation 

Q2L= I «2 I , Q3L= U3 ~ ( 3 , 3 * , - i ) , (6) 

V h J L V h J L 

and also with the respective singlets, 

V>2R , V>3R ~ f 3, 1, -) , cfefl , d3R ~ Í3 , 1, - - J , JLR , j2fl ~ f 3, 1, --) . 

(7) 
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In this model the charged and neutrals currents which we use is given by 

9 

C-tw = =-^üVSKM^dW++ H.C. 

£% = = - \ {^KaUaL - daKafffjpL) V+ + H.C. , 

c™u = =-^{JrxadaL + üaxa^jp)u++ + H.a , 

tfCD = = vJ&riiA , (8) 
where I = e, /J, , r , a = 1,2,3, j3 = 1,2, VQKM is the usual Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa mixing matriz, X and if are mixing matrix of exotic quarks and 
usual ones, q represent all the quarks of our model. It means that the QCD 
diagrams are the standard ones. 

3 Signal and Signatures 
From the Eq.(8), we can study the following process resulting in three lep-
tons coming from pp collision, throught the Feynmann diagrams drawing in 
Fig. (1,2). 

3.1 Numerical Results 

In Fig.3 we present the differencial cross section to the process gd —>• JU 
as function of cos(pl,p3). 

We have also calculated the cross section to these process as function of 
Mu and Mj and our results are shown in Figs.4 (left) and Figs.4 (right) 
respectively. 

In Figs. 5 left(right) we present the results on forward-baskward asym
metry as function of Mu(Mj) respectively. 

3.2 U and J decays, decay channels. 

From Eq.(8), the new gauge bosons can decay in the followings channels 
U —>• (Jd,ujp,l~l~) and V~ —>• (Ju,djp,l~v). These decays modes are 
shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 1: gd —>• U J exchanging quark-d. 
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Figure 2: gd —>• C/ J exchanging quark-J. 

The heavy quarks J, j \ and Í2 can decay to the light quark via V*/U* 
emission to produce bilepton final states with a specific decay signature, see 
Fig. 7. The points one and two are the "spectacular" decay patterns referred 
to above. But there are similar decays in the SM and in the SUSY case. 

Analasing these decays mode, we conclude that the J quark will decay in 
l+l+d or l+vu without any restrictions coming from the bosons gauge masses, 
because these particles are virtual on this decay. While the j quark can decay 
in l~vd and l~l~U. 
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Figure 3: Differential Cross Section gd —>• JU 
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Figure 4: Total Cross Section gd —>• JU as function of Mv (left) and 
Mj (right). 

By another hand, the U decay will depend of Mu, Mj and Mj0. in Tab. 1 
we shown all possibles possibilities. 

The width of the U boson is drawing in the Fig. 8 (left) as function of its 
mass. In Fig. 8 (center) we draw Tu versus Mj, while in Fig. 8 (right) we 
plot Tu versus Mj. 

We also present the width of the V boson versus its mass in Fig. 9 (left) 
as function of its mass. In Fig. 9 (center) T versus Mj is shown, while in 
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Figure 5: Asymmetry gd —>• JU as function of Mu (left) and Mj (right). 
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Figure 6: U and V decay in two particles 

Fig. 8 (right) we plot Ty versus Mj. 

3.3 Signal signatures 

Again we divided the signals for the process gd —>• UIX in four regions. 
The first region is when Mu > Mj and Mu > Mj0, using the results from 

Case number 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Mass relation 
Mv > Mj, MU > Mj 
Mu < Mj, MU > Mj 
Mu > Mj, MU < Mj 
Mu < Mj, MU < Mj 

decay mode 
Jd, ud, l~l~ 

Jd, l~l-
üd, l~l~ 

l~l-

Table 1: All possibles decays to the U boson. 
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Figure 7: J and j decay in ordinary quarks and bileptons that will decay too. 
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Figure 8: U decay width as function of My-(left), Mj (center) and Mj (right) 

Tab. 1 together with the decay mode of J quark we find we can have the 
following production, Tab.3 (left) we can conclude that the trilepton signal. 

The second region is given by the following condition Mu > Mj and 
Mu < Mjp. Now the the states produced are given by the first, the second 
and the fourth line in Tab.3 (center), and our signal in this case is showing 
in Tab. 3 (center). For the case when Mu < Mj and Mu > Mjp are allow 
the states on the second, third and fourth lines in Tab. 3 (center). Then in 
this case the signal is given at the Tab. 3 (center). 

On the last region, given by Mu < Mj and Mu < Mjp, only the last line 

i+i+d rrdd l+i/u I I dd 

l+l+d l-vüd l+vu I vud 

i+i+d rruu l+vu I I uu 

i+i+d rr l+vu I I 

Table 2: States coming from JU decay. 
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Figure 9: V decay width as function of Mt/(left), Mj (center) and Mj (right) 

First Region 
l+l+d l~vdu 

l+vu I I dd 

l+vu I I uu 
l+vu I I 

Second Region 
l+l+d rimd 

l+vu I I 

l+vu I I dd 

Third Region 
l+l+d l~vud 

l+vu I I 

l+vu I I dd 

Table 3: Signal in the first (left), second (center) and the third (right) regions 

in Tab. 3 (right) will occur, then we have only one signal which is l+vu l~l~. 

4 Backround processes 

There are backgrounds come mainly from SM and from the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model (MSSM). The background font from the SM 
comes from the W*Z*,W*'j*,Z*Z* and qq. Where in the SM we have the 
following decays for the bosons W —tlv, Z —>• Z~Z+ and 7 —>• Z~Z+. 

The W*Z* and W*Y background are known to be the major source of 
background come from the SM for the three lepton channel. The second 
largest background font to the three leptons channel is from qq events. Fi
nally, the remaining three leptons background which should worry about is 
the Z*Z* jet production. 

In the MSSM the charginos, neutralinos, gluinos and squarks pair pro
ductions leads to a trilepton signature too. The trilepton final states that 
could arise from the decay of the charginos Xi and neutralinos x°- F° r the 
reaction qq —>• xtxb where xt —> Xil±l/ an<^ X2 ~^ Xil+l~i an<^ Xi is the LSP. 
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The v and two LSPs do not interact and manifest themselves as missing en
ergy. The resulting final states is three isolated charged leptons plus missing 
energy.While the squarks q and the gluinos g have the following interactions 
¥l-> QQi Q9 and gg and the decays of squarks and gluinos are q —>• qx\ and 

g ->• qqxi-
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